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ThreatFusion

Cyber Threat Intelligence

Make better-informed decisions
through contextualized intelligence.

KEY FEATURES
Global dark web coverage

Blackmarkets, darknet and TOR network
Precise API integration

For ticketing, SIEM and SOAR solutions
A timely, enriched IOCs

Rapid, relevant and enriched IOCs and
IOAs
In-depth threat analysis

Uplevel your threat intelligence
capabilities

Monitoring a wide variety of internet sources and layers
pose difficult challenges, but ThreatFusion’s autonomous
technology accurately crawls, analyzes, and interprets data
from many sources to identify leaked credentials and other
confidential data.
ThreatFusion's historical precision and growing robust
database help analysts cut through the noise, narrowing
down relevant security items and prioritizing SOC analyst
time and energy on the most critical security incidents.
The cloud-based platform provides API-ready realtime
information on a broad range of cyber threats giving
customers the power to get prepared for tactical and
strategic responses proactively.

SOCRadar made a significant contribution to our security maturity and posture with
its advanced cyber intelligence capabilities.
CISO, Retail Industry
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How ThreatFusion works?
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ThreatHose Investigation

Analysts
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REALTIME TRENDS

IPs / URLs
Phishing domains
DDoS Attackers
Hashes

Vulnerability Intelligence
Threat Actors Monitor
Phishing Radar
CyberSec News
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FUTURE

APT groups' activities
Malspam campaigns
Massive DDoS attacks
Global ransomware outbreaks
Significant hacking incidents

KEY BENEFITS
Near-zero false positives

Get actionable intelligence filtered
through advanced technology
STIX/TAXII support

Collect and send STIX-formatted threat
intelligence
Shed light on APT actors

Get essential insights into the latest
activities of APT groups
Immediate start

Hitting the ground in hours with minimal
input
CTIA support

Ready to work with clients, helping them
build in-house skills

Superior third party integration
Smooth integration with SIEM, SOAR and ticketing platforms for
faster incident response and investigation.

Realtime trends intelligence
Better-understand existing and emerging global cyber threats.
30K+ critical vulnerability alerts generated annually.

3M+ phishing attacks classified.

Vulnerability Intelligence

Global Phishing Radar

Better prioritize patches.

Get proactive on the phishing threat landscape.

To prevent adversaries disrupt your business, see which
vulnerabilities are being leveraged by threat actors. Get actionable
insights and context on potentially vulnerable technologies to speed
up the assessment and verification processes.

Understanding and monitoring how the phishing threat landscape
looks like is key to achieve a solid security program. ThreatFusion
proactively monitors phishing threat landscape and brings you the
latest in global phishing statistics and attacks from the wild.

Threat Actors Monitoring

CyberSec News Monitoring

Stay one step ahead of APT groups.

Digital footprint centric cyber security news.

Through automated data collection, classification and AI-powered
analysis of hundreds of sources across deep/dark web, SOCRadar's
ThreatFusion keeps you alerted on APT groups’ activities, helping
you define use cases to detect and prevent malicious activities.

To prevent you from losing focus, ThreatFusion CyberSec News
module features the latest cyber security news you'd not want to
miss. Auto-aggregated from credible RSS, Twitter and Telegram
channels to bring you the most relevant news.

phishingsite.co

Threat investigation module:

ThreatHose
SOCRadar’s ThreatFusion provides a big-data powered threat investigation module
ThreatHose to enable threat intelligence teams search for deeper context and
realtime threat analysis. The module is fed by massive number of data sources across
surface, deep and dark web.

The SOCRadar Advantage
Consolidated architecture for operational efficiency and unmatched ROI.

SOCRadar combines attack surface management, digital risk protection, and threat intelligence capabilities to protect
your entire business against sophisticated multi-vector cyber attacks.
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Call us
+593 98 444 0111
+593 2 382 6909
+1 954 828 2333

Visit us
/bluehatcorp.com

Write us
ventas@bluehatcorp.com

